back system

®

Wing Back ILSA

Straightens up your day

A unique multi-adjustable back system
Wing Back ILSA (Integrated Lateral Support Adjustable) is a patented back system.
Wing Back allows for stepless adjustments of the back in a matter of minutes.
Wing Back helps people who suffer from back slump, tiredness or bad balance due
to conditions such as scoliosis or kyphosis. Wing Back straightens the person up
in the wheelchair and keeps the user in a healthful seated position. This enables
the wheelchair user to maintain an active daily routine and handle daily tasks
independently.
Wing Back also has a preventative effect, ensuring that the wheelchair user
does not develop a crooked seating position in the future. For best effect, the
back system can be mounted on the wheelchair before the person is affected by
slumping or tiredness.
It has a very simple design, yet is unique. No other back system on the market
gives such flexibility with seating positions. Wing Back adjusts quickly according
to the user’s anatomy or if the seating position changes. Because the trunk is
adjusted with Velcro straps, it can be adapted at any time to suit the current
seated position - right down to the smallest possible settings.
Wing Back is designed and manufactured in Denmark. It fits on many of the rigid
or folding wheelchairs on the market.
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fitting

How to take measurements
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A.Height, backrest
Measure from the seat
frame tubes under the
cushion to four cm below
the shoulder blades or the
desired point of support.
Depth : Measure from
the backrest to the chest
support point.
B. Width: Measure the
width of your back

Adjusting the Wing Back
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Wing Back ILSA Key Features
Helps the user achieve symmetry and stable seating comfort
Optimises trunk support
Available in 3, 5 or 7 cm depth
Asymmetric adjustment possible
Easy to adjust height, width and depth
Improves balance and handling
Gives the user relief to save energy for everyday living
Available for rigid, folding and electric wheelchairs

1. Stepless, one-bracket adjustment of height
and width using an Unbrako key
2-3. With strong, 5 cm-wide Velcro straps,
easy adjustment of the back depth to suit the
individual
4. Stepless asymmetric lateral adjustments for
individual width and support points
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